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Look around. What do you notice about your surroundings? How does it

make you feel? Does it give you energy or take it away? Is it physically and

psychologically comforting?

Growing up in the Soviet Union on the outskirts of Moscow, Andrei Dolnikov

saw monotony embedded in his surroundings. Living amongst six identical

buildings, 365 identical apartments and on a street devoid of belonging and

individuality.

Consideration of colour, design and layout for wellness was absent and

remains the case today. Despite shi�ed mindsets, wellbeing has continued to

slowly slip through the progression of modern interior and architectural

design as aesthetics take absolute priority.

Now the founder and CEO of BINYAN, an integrated content agency

specialising in creating a sense of place and belonging, Dolnikov is captivated

by the details that give life to a space beyond its design. �e hint of dappled

light from a window, shadows of the trees, and open space become textural

objects in a space that add humanity and life to design. �ese are the details

that foster belonging.

“To me, the factors that really in�uence how

you feel in a space, are really the details. It’s not

the big things – it’s the li�le things.”

Andrei Dolnikov, Founder and CEO of BINYAN
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For BINYAN, it’s been their mission since 2007 to bring together creative

innovation and wellness, in real estate to curate prestigious spaces that push

the limits in architecture for the world’s most iconic landmarks.

h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wi�ji1-6JI

Ensuring wellbeing is central in all projects begins at the ideation stage by

understanding the place and country of each project and identifying the

unique textures, colours and a�ributes that can be included to create

harmonious spaces. �rough Adobe Substance, scanned textures can be

imported to mirror the feeling that transports you to an environment before

it has even been built. Intuitive connection with space and nature breathes

room for design in real estate to push the boundaries. By creating a world in

harmony with the outside world, nature and humans can coexist seamlessly.

“Photorealistic visualisation tools help you to

actually understand the way that we feel for the

end user to be within spaces and therefore, the

design becomes more a�uned to human

needs…”

Andrei Dolnikov, Founder and CEO of BINYAN

Blurring the lines between the physical and digital experience, BINYAN’s

virtual tours of their projects in Sydney, Dubai, San Francisco, Singapore,

Jakarta and more are intrinsic in sharing an accurate story created for

humans of a new world that can identify emotion in a space. Imperfections

and detail go hand in hand in making this experience. Going beyond the

virtual, using technology to achieve wellness has grown BINYAN into an

award-winning agency in their �eld.

When we separate the layers and add the details, it becomes obvious when a

wellness mindset is missing. �rough Substance – and the broader Adobe

suite – BINYAN is able to ensure this approach is embedded in their entire

creative work�ow. Importing and using assets, materials and lights based on

true life allow you to paint and modify space in 3D to capture the real world.

From ideation to end-product, the user is kept front of mind throughout the

entire creative process to ultimately change how humans experience the

modern world, one space at a time.

�e art of collaboration and hyper-personalisation in design technology has

allowed wellness in new spaces to become a progressive point of di�erence

in recognising what makes a space healthy in bringing the outside world in.

Look around again. What colours do you notice in your environment? Are

you con�ned? Or free? Notice how it makes you feel.

Together we can use technology to make our world a healthier place for

belonging - both around us and in the space behind our mind’s eye.

WATCH ADOBE MAX ON DEMAND

With 200+ sessions and hundreds of inspiring speakers, MAX 2022 was an

amazing event. You can still experience this global celebration of creativity

by viewing the best of the sessions on demand.

Watch now >
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